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Fields at home

In the first in a series concerning domiciliary testing, Bill Harvey
tries out the Digital Visual Field Screener on a low vision patient

D

omiciliary eye care is an integral part of the UK
health service. The majority of housebound people are over 60 years of age and a sizeable chunk
have a range of comorbidities, including neurological conditions. So, access to eye care is
essential. This population also tend to fall into the category more
likely to present with a field defect of some nature. For this reason, visual fields assessment should be included in a domiciliary
eye check.
In an Optician feature last year,1 Catherine Viner stated,
‘Following considerable debate regarding the assessment of visual
fields in a domiciliary environment, the Domiciliary Eyecare
Committee issued guidance on this matter. This guidance recommends that the safest requirement for domiciliary patients is for
all mobile providers to ensure that a portable means for testing
visual fields, either manual or electronic, is routinely available (in
addition to confrontation targets) for all patients.’ 2
Manual fields testing has tended to be some form of adapted
arc perimeter, not always easy to carry, or the Damato Field
Screen Campimeter, a card-based system relying on changing fixation points. Most practice-based automated systems have
suffered from their lack of portability, though there have been
some who have used the Oculus Easyfield or the Henson 7000.
With advances in digital displays and interfaces, the door has
been open for a while for a screener offering a range of strategies,
repeatable performance and easy analysis and transfer of data.
The RNIB Low Vision Centre regularly undertakes domiciliary
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visits, both to people with significant visual impairment and to
those with learning disabilities. These patients often have severe
sight impairment, sometimes very limited mental capacity and
may be bedbound. Some understanding of their visual field not
only helps add to an understanding of the extent of the impact of
their condition, but is also useful to help plan a help strategy with
a rehabilitation worker. Optician has previously reported on the
new Digital Visual Field Screener (from Thomson Software
Solutions UK),1 so when Professor Thomson kindly supplied the
kit to the RNIB on an extended loan, I was keen to try it out.

THE DIGITAL VISUAL FIELD SCREENER
As Thomson has clearly stated, the Digital Visual Field Screener
(DVFS) is ‘not a replacement for existing clinic-based visual field
instruments, but a test which would provide domiciliary patients
with a meaningful visual field screening.’1 An easy to operate,
portable system that is patient-friendly and capable of operating a
number of test strategies in a home environment and to patients
who may be immobile or prostrate fills a significant gap in domiciliary testing equipment.
For my first ‘test drive’, I had some specific questions of the
DVFS.
Is it truly portable?
Yes – our DVFS has been set up on a laptop. Any screen of 17” size
or more is capable of running the most commonly used strategies.
As long as the laptop has a USB-3 port, it is possible to run the test
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display on a linked portable flat screen which may be easily held
by a patient (or assistant) wherever the patient is positioned (figures 1 and 2). Laptop, screen and cables all fit into a small ruck
sack and so are considerably less bulky than a lot of the rest of the
domi kit.
Is testing quick?
Yes – a quick trial in the office (on a healthy colleague) first confirmed that a screening for each eye is easy and takes about four
minutes per eye (figure 2). The results are available as a printable
or transferrable PDF, either as a heat colour plot (figure 3) or grey
scale (see later). A great deal of time can be saved during the
home visit if patient data is set up prior to the visit, as soon as the
clinic list has been finalised.
Is operation easy?
Yes – simple mouse clicking, screen positioning and clear verbal
instructions and reinforcements are all that is needed. Initial
screen calibration is carried out using a Spyder 5 photometer supplied with the kit. Recalibration should be done ‘periodically’ but
takes just minutes.
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After patient selection, you are then good to go. The first step is
to select a strategy (figure 4) and a 24-2 multiple stimulus
suprathreshold strategy was set as default to allow for reasonable
specificity for the expected less than assiduous concentration
ability of many a domi patient. Obviously, this is easy to change
for each visit as appropriate. Unless set otherwise, clear instructions are then displayed on screen (figure 5).
First off is the threshold setting. My laptop screen was as in figure 6, while the patient screen displays a white fixation cross
which enlarges and then shrinks to red at which point stimuli
flash up in the field for a brief moment (figure 7). The patient simply reports whether they see any flashes and the appropriate
‘seen,’ ‘not seen’ or ‘repeat’ button is clicked. Threshold is established through the seen-to-unseen and back process familiar I am
sure to many readers experienced with the Henson machines in
pre-screening. In less than a minute, the test proper may begin
(figure 8). The patient is then asked to fix upon the cross target
and then report how many stimuli are then briefly seen. The clinician screen shows how many should be seen (figure 9) and the
number seen by the patient is recorded by clicking the appropriate button (figure 10). Reliability is improved by some of the
➔
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presentations having ‘none’ shown. When some stimuli are
missed, they are shown as red (figure 11). At the end of the test
run, the missed points are reassessed by a single stimulus repeat
(figure 12).
The process is intuitive and, importantly, the patient instructions are simple and clear.

STORY SO FAR…..

Low vision friendly?
A main concern I had was whether the test would be suitable for
the very many macular degeneration patients seen by the RNIB,
many of whom I suspected might have trouble with fixation. To
check this out, one of the first patients was a 91-year-old registered as severe sight impaired due to age-related macular
degeneration. Her left eye had light perception only, while her
sighting right eye achieved 1.2 logMAR. Happily, I can report that
she managed well with the expanding white cross target and I was
able to achieve a result for her right eye (shown as grey scale plot
in figure 13).
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The DVFS passed all my initial challenges well. Next time I will
let you know how I got on with some more involved neurological
conditions.
For further information see www.thomson-software-solutions.
com. •
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